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How our team 
won 20% for 
Pasadena’s 
Inclusionary 

Housing 
Ordinance 



A bit of  background: In the 90’s Holly Street 

Apartments set a precedent--20%



Addresses climate and 

transportation goals



IZ First Enacted 

in Pasadena 

2001

—huge crowds, Leadership Pasadena

Split vote, strong opposition, threat of litigation



Why Inclusionary?

Why is this 

policy so 

appealing? 



Why is this policy so 

appealing? 
➢ Affordable units are generated at no cost to the city. 

➢ Inclusionary zoning preserves affordability. 

➢ It spreads affordable housing across the city

➢ It creates mixed income communities---providing social 
and economic diversity

➢ Public subsidies for affordable housing are hard to come 
by, so asking the private market to supply a percentage 
of  affordable units or an in-lieu fee to create affordable 
units is one of  the national best practices today.



Affordable housing units spread 

across the city in Pasdena. 



Why Inclusionary 

housing? 

Because it works! 

… if  it is right for your 

city and is a well-

designed policy.



Pasadena’s Inclusionary results since 2001



What is it? 

As housing prices rise, so does the value of 

land.

Inclusionary policies seek to “capture” a 

portion of the increased land value for 

affordable housing by incentivizing (or 

requiring) developers to include affordable 

units in developments that would otherwise 

be entirely market-rate.



How does work? 



How Pasadena’s IZ Ordinance has 

worked since 2001 to 2019

Applied to housing developments of 10+ 

units  

Rental:    10% Low Income and 5% 

Moderate Income

For-Sale: 15% Moderate Income

Developer may provide fewer units but 

at deeper affordability level (e.g., 1 

Very Low instead of 2 Mod)

Affordable housing deed restrictions  

Rental:     In perpetuity



Pasadena’s Developer options 

and incentives (2001-2019)
Developer Options  

 Provide Inclusionary units within the development

 Pay Inclusionary In-Lieu Fee

 Provide the units on another property (“off-site”) 

Donate land w/ value equivalent to the fee

Incentives to provide Inclusionary units on-site   
Density bonus:  Inclusionary units can be credited 

towards affordable units required for density bonus

 Residential Impact Fee Reduction

$957 vs $21,651 per 2-bd unit  

 Building Permit Fee partially waived

 Traffic Impact Fee discounted



Where  is it working?

Where does inclusionary housing work?



The Scope of  IZ 

nationwide

More than 900 jurisdictions across 25 

states have inclusionary housing 

programs. Jurisdictions with inclusionary 

housing programs are most common in 

New Jersey (45%), Massachusetts (27%), 

and California (17%), where state laws 

incentivize or require localities to create a 

definable share of affordable housing.



In the early 2000’s.. 

How we won 96

affordable units 

with two 

conversations! 



Westgate provided 20% affordable at the very low-income level. This 

luxury development has 96 units of very low-income units, next to 

Gold line and jobs. Smart Growth at its finest—with units 

indistinguishable from the market rate units. 



What income level will you target?

AMI—the Area Median Income. 

The incomes stated below are outdated but more or less 
still accurate, based on the AMI for Pasadena for 
maximum allowed for four-person household, which is 
$73,100

➢ 80 to 120% of the AMI is moderate ($77,750) 

➢ 50 to 80% of the AMI is low-income ($68,300)

➢ 30 to 50% of the AMI is very-low ($42,700) 

➢ Less than 30% of the AMI is extremely-low ($25,600)



How we won 20% in 2019…. 

In early 2018 we learned that our city was to update 

our inclusionary policy  that had been passed in 2001. 

So, we formed a team to study how we might strengthen 

this policy. From the summer of 2008 to the summer of 

2019 our team researched inclusionary policies from 

across the US and sought to learn best practices. We 

called planning staff members from acoss the US and 

asked, “Is this policy working? Is it producing units? Why 

or why not?



How did we create a 

team?
We hosted an educational One Day Housing Justice Institute: 

https://www.makinghousinghappen.org/one-day-institute

This 6-minute video shows what happens in a One-Day Institute. At the 

end of the day we invite participants to join our efforts or to partner 

with groups like Everyone In or LA Voice. 

For us, we pray for the right people, meet one on one and extend 

personal invites.  We are faith rooted, but anyone to join us. Those with 

no faith are on our teams.  

We are also committed to diversity, so we invited folks from various 

churches, Asian, Black, Hispanic.. Our inclusionary team consisted of a 

scientist from JPL who attends Fellowship Pasadena, a UMC pastor, an 

author from the Quakers, an African American who attends Friendship 

Baptist, and Pasadena Church and leaders from other cities to learn 

along with us who were part of Catholic and Buddhist congregations. 

https://www.makinghousinghappen.org/one-day-institute




We met twice a month for a year. 

And once a week the closer the 

time came to vote. 

When it was on agendas, we shared 

our ideas and during public comment.

We met individually with council 

members to share our ideas.

We listened, discussed and reworked 

our ideas based on their input 

We listened to other advocates. 

We listened and did more research.  



We heard from our Planning 

Commission and City Council:

Much appreciation for our detailed 

research..

And other comments like: 

“We can pass it now, and always 

change it 

later…” 

(Roadblock)



What we learned:
It’s about much more than determining the percent of units to be 
affordable. it’s about faith to believe in more and solid research to 
back it up. 

We learned the importance of understanding the options for 
developers in lieu of including units: 

a) To pay a fee

b) To donate land

c) To build the units off site

And we were learning about the many incentives for developers that 
make is feasible to include more affordable units.

We also learned the cities are required to do feasibly 
studied if they increase their percent of set aside units 
above 15%. So we set out to do our own to submit to the 
Planning Department.  



Research became fun, challenging us all!



The more we learned, the 

more complicated it became.. 
➢ When will the policy kick in? at 10 units or more?  Eight 

or more? 

➢ Will developments of 2-8 also supply a unit or a fee? 

➢ Do we advocate for no fee so that more units would be 
produced? 

➢ Do we have a policy that has the same requirements for 
homeownership as for rental units? 

➢ If developers choose the option to build off site, will 
those units need to be built concurrently? 

➢ Will off site units need to be equivalent in number of 
units that are affordable in the primary project? Or 
equivalent in bedrooms?

➢ Who will monitor the affordable units? 

➢ How often will the policy be updated? 

➢ With the Palmer Case finally fixed, how does that change 
state requirements for local jurisdictions? 



It felt like we were building a 

big complicated puzzle



With all the complexities, we needed to learn 

more, in the fall of 2018, I attended the Grounded 

Solutions which was in Pittsburg, PA that year. 

Grounded Solutions provides excellent technical 

support for communities interested in bringing this 

policy. See: https://groundedsolutions.org/strengthening-

neighborhoods/inclusionary-housing

https://groundedsolutions.org/strengthening-neighborhoods/inclusionary-housing


Armed with new confidence, we gave 

ourselves homework, dividing the tasks.  

City Councils always ask: 

➢ What are other cities of comparable size in CA 
doing? 

➢ Do their polices work—are they generating 
affordable units? 

So each team member assigned themselves a city to 
research: we each called city planners, researched. 

Santa Monica, N Hollywood have two of the strongest 
policies in CA. 

Bill Huang, our housing director, offered workshop 
featuring them. See: 
https://www.cityofpasadena.net/housing/video-
library/inclusionary-housing-workshop-2018/

https://www.cityofpasadena.net/housing/video-library/inclusionary-housing-workshop-2018/


To fee or not to fee? 

One advocate was adamant that we should get rid of the 
fee in order to produce more units. Some cities we 
studied had done this. There was a precedent. 

But in the case of Pasadena it did it make sense? 

Pasadena needed a funding source to leverage for more 
deeply subsidized units. 

Our own housing Department receives only 1.3 M a year 

from the city budget.. The police, 80 M. We needed a way 

for access more local funding for housing.  The leveraging 

opportunity of the in-lieu fee was a significant factor. We 

have built 488 units by leveraging the in-lieu fee. We 

could not lose this!  



Pasadena’s Affordable Housing Trust 

fund.. Increased by in-lieu fees

$26 M from in-lieu fees have been received to date. 

This leveraged $2M State funds (Local Housing Match 

Program) and with nonprofit developers has helped 

our city build permanent supportive housing-which 

ends chronic homelessness.

We needed to dispel this urban myths! 

“Developers buy out!!”
Actually, most developers include the units and 

those who pay the fee, it all produces units. This 

is essential for Pasadena.



Units built in part with the In-lieu fee:  Summit Grove 

(21 for-sale) and Heritage Square North (70 units for 

Seniors)

And 

Marv’s 

Place -19 

homeless 

families 



The big question: 
What percent of  the units should be 

set aside as affordable? 

WE had decided on 20%, then the folks from the 

Pasadena Tenants Units objected. They wanted 30%..  

We found this in some cities and states.. 

➢ Santa Monica 30% for one area and with very high 

density. 

➢ Hawaii 30% 

➢ Metro at 35%. 

But was it working? And what is the likelihood of its 

passing? One person on the City Council supported this, 

but why?  If it’s too high developers won’t build. Was 

this the goal?



We keep hearing from the planning 

staff  and other council members.. 

“We don’t want to kill 
the goose that lays the 

golden egg of  
affordable units.”



It felt like a huge balancing 

act…



We used the grounded 

solutions calculator to help 

us find the right balance..  

https://calc.inclusionaryhousing.org/ihc/

https://calc.inclusionaryhousing.org/ihc/


Our proposal to the City was 

finished in time to be included in the 

Pasadena’s feasibility study! 

Pasadena contacted out to AECOM, a multibillion-dollar 

engineering firm, so show want percent of set aside units, 

what incentives and more would be feasible in our city 

showing a fair return on investment for residential 

developers. 

Upon evaluating our proposal, AECOM included our 

recommendation to the city to end trade downs (where 

developers could provide fewer than the required 15 % of 

affordable units if the units were at the lower income 

levels) but they did not follow our recommendation to 

increase the set side of affordable units from 15% to 20%. 





Enter Phil Burns.. Principal planner for 

the Arroyo Group-member of  Pasadena 

Presbyterian 
The Arroyo Group 

has won multiple 

awards for planning 

Old Pasadena, the 

Playhouse District 

and the Civic Center

Phil and his team 

are uniquely 

equipped to be hired 

by cities to do 

zoning and 

feasibility studies.



City Council Members 

were convinced!! 

With the help of Phil Burns, an urban planner 

on our team, using AECOM’s proto-types and 

research, we were able to prove that 

developers would still receive10-12% return, 

even at an increase to 20% and even at 25% of 

all new housing units be affordable. 

With computer in hand we sat one-by-one with 

our housing director and with each city council 

members, doing these calculations in front 

them.  They were quickly convinced!



Council Members fiercely 

defended the 20%! 

When the inclusionary update was finally on the City 

Council agenda we filled the city Council with 

advocates, and with excellent talking points, see: 

https://makinghousinghappen.net/2019/03/22/inclusi

onary-housing-proposal-from-the-greater-pasadena-

affordable-housing-group/

We had so successfully influenced the city to increase 

the IZ policy to 20 percent, that they argued with 

others who came to the podium proposing a smaller 

percent. Today in Candidate forums we hear our City 

Council members talk about how proud they are of 

passing 20% and how they ended trade downs.

https://makinghousinghappen.net/2019/03/22/inclusionary-housing-proposal-from-the-greater-pasadena-affordable-housing-group/




What about Alhambra? 

 According to Alhambra’s Community Development 

Director, inclusionary is a done deal and the new policy will 

be voted on around Jan 2020. 

 Since to our knowledge they have not done a feasibility 

study, it’s likely to be 15% inclusionary. 

 When the Arroyo Group conducted a review of the City of 

Pasadena’s feasibility study, they discovered that 20% and 

even 25% are feasible. 

 They are a professional urban planning firm that 

understands the importance of affordable housing. 

 They could be considered as the firm to do a feasibility of 

you wish to encourage the city to go above the 15%. 



Alhambra’s Citywide 

Zoning Code Update

➢Alhambra will soon be initiating a Citywide 

zoning code update (an RFP is out now for 

a consultant). 

➢This is a major opportunity to do both 

inclusionary zoning and 

church/institutional/public land up-zoning.

➢Council has already given planning staff 

direction on how to proceed with the 

zoning on East Main




Discussion: 

What would you like to 
see in Alhambra?

What is the value of  
the kind of  a process 

we used in Pasadena? 



What is the value? 

➢Builds unity among the team

➢Builds knowledge, confidence in 
discussions and talking points

➢We learn who would be good for the 
various talking points—their 
passions and area of interest. 

➢Creates opportunities for high level 
volunteers to use their gifts



Questions


